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O. Introdtion.
Sce T. vi-Civita) has publish his

viation, the th o infinit deations of the cves was studi

by T. Bogo, E. Boolotti, E. C, U. Cdeli, E. T. Davi, P. Ein-

ha, A. De Mira Fnandes, H. A. Haydn, V. HlavaW, M. S. Knebelm, A.
J. McConnell, O. Oniccu, J. A. Scht, J. L. Sge, G. Vrceu d
other. The th o finit deformations of was then genera-
l to that of subspac by E. Boolotti, E. C, E. T. Davi, H. A..
Haydn, A. J. Mcell, J. A. hout, A. G. Wk, C. G. Weatherbum,

K. Yo d oths. Rntly, the th of nitim defoations of the

sce itlf was studi by N. Cobum, D. v. Dig, E. T. Davi, P. Dien,
L. P. Eiht, E. R. vK, M. S. ebe, A. . McConnell, . A.
Schouten, W. Slebodzins, K. Yo do.

One of e print ausZ) has rtly develo a gmethaw
of tim derogations d studi ily the derogations of su
spaces imd a space withl coion.

In the prt pa, we shl apply th methods, those of the above
mentionn authors d that of K. Yo, to the study of th’e finit
deformations of ces, pticly, of gdi, ane co, projtive
cocs, geodesic cil d confo ccl We shl state e only the

rults, the full detail ll be publish ewhe.

1. The definition of the operator
t us consid a space of n dimensions with ane cotion F. A

cue in the space being reprt by the uations of the form = (t),
whe t is an bitrary peter, we sh consid the infinitimal defor-
mation

(1) T. Levi-Civita Sur l’cart gxlique. Math. Ann., 97 (1926), 291-30.
(2 K. Yano: Sur la thorie des dformations infinitsimales. To appear in the

Jurnal of the Faculty of Science, Imperial University of ToRyo.
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of the curve, where is the parameter of the deformed curve and l(t) is

a contravariant vector field defined along the original curve, eu being an in-

finitesima constant.
If we consider a contravariant vector field v(t) defined with respect to

the crve x (t) and the parameter tfor example, the vector field v, (t) may
dxbe the tangent vector dt we have, after the infinitesimal deformation

(1.1), a contravariant vector field (t-) defined with respect to he deformed
curve () and the new parameter . The vectors v (t) and () being de-

fined at the point x (t) and (t-) respectively, we transport parallelly
the vector v.(t) from the l=.oint x (t) to the infinitesimally near point xl (),
obtaining

at the point (). Putting

(1.2) Av va(t)- *v (t) -a ({)_ v () + i,v
we shall call it the A-variation of the vector v with respect to

For the A-variation of the parameter, we put

(1.3) A dt d-- dt,

from which we obtain

zl dt d A dt(1.4) dt =1+ and =1dt dt -l)- dt

Strictly speaking, the vectors () and *v (t)are defined at the point }a()
and not at the original point x (), and consequently the z-variation
is a vector at the point ([). To obtain the vectors at the original point

x (t), we transport parallelly these vectors from (t) back to xa (t), obtain-
ing

*(z v ) * (b v (t).
But the vectors -*(A v ) and A v coincide in the order of approximation

of the first order, thus we have

(1.5) *v- ({) v (t) +
at the original point.

If we have a tehsor field defined at every point of the space, its A-varia-
tion will be the covariant derivative in the direction a multiplied by the in-
finitesima constant 3u.

(3) H. A. Hayden" Deformations of a curve, in a Riemannian n-space, which dis-
place certain vectors parallelly at each point. Proc. London Math. Soc., 32 (1931), 321-
336.

J.A. Schouten and E. R. van Kampen" Beitrtge zur Theorie der Deformation.
Prace Mat. Fiz., 41 (1933), 1-19.
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2. The definition of the operator D.
In this Paragraph, we shall consider an infinitesimal deformation

(.) x + (x) u,
which displaces every point of the space to an infinitesimally near point of

the space.
If we have a curve x x (t) in the space, then, this curve will be, by

the infinitesimal deformation (2.1), transformed into the curve

(2.2) () x (t) + a (x (t))Ju.
Considex a vector v (t) defined with respect to the original curve and the

o2x
parameter for example the covariant derivative dtS ox the tangent

dxvector dt The point x t) on the curve being transoorted to the point

x (t) given by (2.2), the point x (t)+ v (t)Jv on the vector will be transpor-

ted to the point

where v is an infinitesimal constant and the comma denotes the ordinary

differentiation. Thus, we can consider that the vector v --[(x
+v is dragged from the point x to the nearby point atd gives

v (O+.v (t) ,u.

Thus, we obtain two vectors v (t) and ’v (t) at the point #. Putting

we shall call it the D-variation of the vector v with respect to
For the D-variation of the parameter t, we put

(2.4) D dt dt dr,

from which we obtain

dt 1 +=Dddt at D dt(.) et __t-- and -dr- 1- -.
The ectors vi () and ’v (t) and consequently D v being the vectors at

th deformed point a, to obtain the vectors at the original point x we

have only to dragg back these vectors from the point il to the point

obtaining

(2.) ’(h v ) " )- v (t);
or

(..) ’ (t-) va (t) + Ov
to the order of our approximation.

(4) K. Yano, loc. cit See (2).
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If we have a tensor field, for exmple T., the D-variation of the tensor
will be given by the formulaa

or, in the tensor form,

where

(2.0) f, + s,,
d the semi-colon dotes the covit dertiation with reset’to the

affine cotion

The oration D is sometim call the Lie divative. It wi be apNi

also to affine conntion F,, ving

or, in ten,or form,

(2.12) [.,; + R*.. "3. The fundamental fmul for
We shall consid, in this Paaph, the commutator orator $ d-

dt oI the opator d the operator , dt denotg the covit

differentiation along the cve, that is to say,

8 v dv x

Aft some calculation, we have

0.2) A v - Av , v dx " 3u 3Vdt J dtdt
where R, dotes the cvate tensor formed with Th formulae
will be fdental for the following discussion.

4. T fundamental formulae for the operator D,

If we calculate the simit exprsion D-T --Dv as above, we

obtainer)
dx v D dt

(4.1) D Wv at at at
which will be also Idamental for the following discumion.

5. The A-variations of the successive covariant derivatives of t tangent

vector.
t us consid a cue x x (0d its infinitimal deformation (1.1).

(5) K. Yano: Bemerkungen zur infinitesimalen Deformationen eines Raumes. Proc.
Imp. Acad. Tokyo, 21 (1945), 171-178.

(6) H. A. Hayden: loc. tit. See (3).
(,7) E.T. Davies: On the infinitesimal deformation of a space. Annali di Mat., 12

(1933-1934), 145-151.
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Then, applying the J-operator to the tangent vector--, we obtain

d (t S’ dx ) dx I dt(5.1) -- + "- --- dt
The J-viation o the tgent vtor behg thus obted, to obtah the

-viation o the covant devative o the tgent vector, we put
h (3.2) d sutitute (5.1), th we obtn

2at2 --’ at at
The J-variation of the acceleration vector being thus obtained, to obtain

the J-variation of the second covariant derivative of the tangent vector, we
put v =-3sx:- in (3.2) and substitute (5.2), then we find

, dt -- -- at

+ dt2 dt 3u--3 dt8 dt 3 d dt dt

dx dt
dt dt df

Continuing in this way, we can find the J-variation of the successive cova-
riant derivatives of the tangent vector by the recurrence formulae

(5.4) 3 ’xa d-x
dt - J -=T + R’ 3-x dx $ 3x zl dt

[:i dt 3u dt dt

6. The D-variations o] the successive covariant derivatives of the tangent
vector.

The calculation analogous to that of the preceding Paragraph will give
the D-variations of the successive covariant derivatives of the tangent vector
as .follows

(6.1) D dx dx D dt
dt dt dt__

$x D dt dx d Ddt
(6.2) D= (D dt dt dt dt ,dt dt dt

eSx (Dl);. ax dx dx" (Dr,),.x dx :na ,dx(6.3) D- dt dt dt dt +2 dts dt + "
3x Ddt 3x d Ddt dx d D dt

--3 3dt dt dt dt dt dt dt dt

the recurrence formulae being

(6.4) D 3 x 3 3 x 3-x dx 3 x;( D dt
dt,. -D dt,i + (D r,u) dt_x dt dt dt

7. The A-variations of the normals and curvatures in the deformation of a

curve in a Riemannian space.
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Let us consider an n-dimensional Riemannian space Vn whose fundamen-
tal form is ds- g, dx dx and a curve x x (s) in the space, .s being the
arc length of the curve. Then, the formulae of Frenet and Serret may be
written as

(7.) ds
(a 1, 2 ; o)= (.)= 0)

where ), () ( e the it tangent, the first normal the (n-1)-st
normal of the ce and , (), (,-) e the first, the sond the
(n-1)-st curvature of the curce respectively.

Now, we consider an infinitesimal deformation
(7.2) () x (s) -F $ (s)u
of the curve. The ds being transformed into ds, if we put Ads dg--ds,

we find

(7.3) A ds 3 dx
ds =g’ ds ds

dxTo obtain the A-variation of the unit tangent vector we put

and t s in (5.1), then we find

(7.4)

To obtain the J-variation z of the first normal vtor

=;) and t = s in (3.2) d substitute y) ;)y(z), then we find

Remembering go)c2} 1 and consequently gu_(z/)) z 0 (Jgo 0),
we have, from (7.5),

3 ds(7.6) A (1) eo ( )) 2) + R2w.()} (1)" 3u (I) ds
which gives the A-viation g of the first curvature g.

To obtain the A-viation Ay of the second normal vtor , we put

a y and t s in (3.2), and substitute y cz -- y+ y, then

we obta
(7.7)

 asq
from which

(7.8)

by virtue of the identity g (A r]) /(3) 0.
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Proceding in this manner, we can find the A-variation of the a-th normal

(+1)

[ [
and the A-variation ol the -th curvature"

Ads

These formulae were found by A. . McConnell.CS)

II we consider, in an n-dimensional Riemannian space, an infinitesimal

delormation + a (#)s o the space, a curve # (s) will be transfor-
med into a curve () # (s) + (#(s))s, and we can try the study quite

analogous to that o the preceding Pxagraph, replacing the A-variation by

the D-variation, and we shall obtain the ollowing results"
Dds 1 1(8.) --ds --(Dg 1 --(e + e r i g,

ds

DFa 1-1 s
1

(3)

ds Das 1+ L+ + + +LDg} + j
Dds.

1

D ds ] D ) t>Ddsn
(8.8) D, goZ

(8) A.J. McConnell" The variation of curvatures in the deformation of a curve in

Riemanr=ian space. Proc. Iri’sh Acad., 39 (1929-1930), 1-9.
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c) + c)(Dg)+1) +
(a =1, 2 n--l).

9. Parallel tangent fmation.
An finitimal derogation

(9.) (i) (t) + (t)
which displae the e (t) into a ee @ is said to be a pallel

tangent defoation)when the tangt vtor of the orinal cve is al-
ways pallel, the nse of the affine conntion, to the tgent vtor of
the defo curve at the coponding point. The ny d suci-
ent condition that the infinitimal deformation (9.1) be a pallel taught

deformation is th dx d
dt =a, or

If the is a eontravit vtor field, then we have
dx dx(9.3) ( + Su ) Z dt

Morver, ff the hfital defomation a x + $ ()3u is always
the pallel tgt .deformation for y ce, then we have
.4) +s =.

If we are in a Rieman spa, we have

Thus, in order that thee exist infitesimal derogation of the space
which is a pallel tangt deformation for y ceh a Riemi space,
it is nyd sucient that te emi spa ait a conckc
trsformation310)

10. bre trafmation.
In a Riemi space, if nitimal deformation is such at

O0a) < =. ,
it will be reff as general Combeure transformation.m

For a generaled Combure transfomation, we have

(ig O,

[ ]ds a+ - - -1 O,

(9) H. A. Hayden. loc. cir. See (3).
10) K. Yano and T. Adati: Parallel tangent deformation, concircular transforma-

tion and concurrent vector field. Proc. Imp. Acad., Tokyo, 20 (1944), 123-127.
(11) H. A. Hayden, loc. cir. See (3).
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and
(10.3) () +() R.(+) ) ) 3u.

Thus, if any ce in the space admits a Combure sformation in y

dion along the ce, we must have R.= 0, and consuently the
space must be euclidean.(m this case the A-vition of the cature is

ven by

(10.4) () +() 0.

ll. Infinitesimal deformatio which carr paths into pat.
In this Paph, we shall consid thend sucient condi-

tion that the infinitimul defoation cay a path to a pmth. Such a
problem may be treut by the use of A-viation and of D-viation.
(i) Meth with t use o A-variation.

By the definition of the A-variation, we have

The ath berg den by ds 0, we have the

Theorem 1 A necessa and sucient coition that an infinitesimal defor-
mation ) x (s) + a (s) du carry a path (s) into a path a () is

(11,2) ds + Rzu. dx dXds " du dXads dsd AdS 0.()

If we are in a Riemnian space, A-viation of the ds tak the fo

ds d dx=g ds ds u,

and hence the uations (11.2) bome
a R dx dx . dx d dx(11.3) ds + o. ds ds g ds ds O,

which are equations of "l’c gosique" of T. vi-Civita.()

Returning to the aely connt space, if the infinitimal deformation
which caies the path into path preserves the ane pameter, then we must

have Ads
s const. Thus

Theorem 2: A necessary and sucient condition that the infinitesimal def-
marion (s) x (s) + a (s) & traform a path into path and preserve the

ane paraneter on the path is that

(114.) + R. dZds dxds " =0.

(12) H. A. Hayden, loc. eit. See (3).
(13) The torsion tensor may be assumed to be zero tensor.

,14) T. Levi-Civita: loc. cir. See (1).
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Now, if the is a contrawriant vector field defined at each point of the
space, the equations (11.3 and (11.4 become

dx dx dxa d ds(11.5) (: , + R.t,,, :’) ---- ,u .-a. ----- =0

respectively. Thus we have the
Teom A necessa sciet onditio. ht i=itesiml def-
io + (x)$u carry ey at of the ce io ath is that

Su an infinitival sformation is call infinitimal projtive col-
lon(Z of e anely cot space.

mati of the @ace carry everypath of thee into path a pser the

aparater on each path is that

; + =0.

tal deformation i eall infitimal ane eollin-
tn o e anely eot space.
(it) Met with the e of D-variation.

We consid intimal defoation + a (x)#u of e spa.
By e defitlon of the D-vation, we have

The path bng dn by the equations 0, we have the

Tem 5: A ssa a suient coztio tat a iitem
fmatn + (x)u carry a path into a path is

dx d u d d Dds

Th uations coeide well with (11.5).. Infinitesimal deformatio whieh carry ane conics into a cics.
ne eonie{m in anelyct space is defin by e d-

fi uations

(15) L.P. Eisenhart and M, S. Knebelman: Displacement in a geometry of paths
which carry path into path. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., U.S.A., I (1927), 38-42.

(16) K. Yano and K. Takano, Sur les coniques dans les espaces connexion affme
ou projective, I, II. Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo, Z0 (114), 410-424.
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3Xa dx(2.) ds + -3U 0,

where k is a constant and s is an affine paramoter. In this Paragraph, we
shall consider the infinitesimal deformation which carry affne conics thus de-
fined into affine conics of the space.
( ) Method with the use of the z-variation.

By the definition of the z-variation, we have"

Thus,
Tleorem 6 A necessary and sufficient condition that an infinitesimal defor-
mation carry an a/fine conic nto an ane conic is that

(12.3) ZlkdsZ +k-)
--3U -3U ds" ds

ds ds ds + .k + 2k ds ds)--S d O.

Theem 7: A necessary and sucient condition that an infinitesimal de-

famation carry an ane conic into an ane conic and preserve the ane
arameter on the ane conic is that

(12.4) L+k+ R " +R., " &’s ds ds ds
dx+ (k + 2ke) 0.

Now, we suppose that a is a contravit vtor field in the space, then
the equation (12 3) bome

Ra.,d, dx, dxo dx" $x dx

.a d x 3x dxa+ ( :, + R, ’) as as +’+ 0,

d the equatoas (12.4) takes the same form with a 0.

From these equations we have the
Theorem 8 A necessao and sufficient co#ion that an infinitesimal

traformation of the space carry an arbitrao affi conic of the space into an

a conic is that this infinitesimal transformation is a projective collineation.

Theorem 9 :7) A necessao and sufficient condition that an infinitesimal
traformation of the space carry an arbitrao affine conic of the space into an

affine conic a preserve the affine parameter on the curve is that the infinite-

(17) K. Yano and K. Takano: Quelques remarques sur les groupes de transforma-
tions dans les espaces & connexion linSaire, II. Proc. 22 (1946), 67-72.
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simal transformation is an affine collineation.

(ii) Method with the use of the D-variation.

By the definition of the D-variation, we have the

Theorem 10" A necessary and sufficient .condition that an infinitesimal
deformation carry an affine conic into an affine conic is

(12.6) O k-d + k ds ]

(D1-1);. dx dx dx" d2x dx dx 32x
as ds ds + 2 Dr) ds"- ds + (Dr) ds d:

3’x d Dds dx ( d2 D ds 2k Dds Dk) O3 ds---T. --d- -- ---d-S- ds ---’
The equation (12.6) coincid well with the equations (12.5).
13. Infinitesimal deformations which carry pjective conics into projective

conics.

(13.1)

(13.2)

where

A projective conic and a projective parameter t on it are defined by the

differential eqations of the formlS)
d 0,ds ( t, s} + a) + Fo 32Xds2 dxds
33x dxa
ds + [2 {t, s} + a] -- O,

d.t [ d2t \2
{t, s} ds 3 I dsZ ) aOdt 2 | dt

as \

dx dxv
ds ds

r :n11 (nR + R,),

R being the contracted curvature tensor.

deformations of these projective conics.

(i) Method with the use o] the $-variation.

We shall consider the infinitesimal

By the definition of the J-variation, we have the

Theorem 11 A necessary and sufficient condition that an infinitesimal defor-
mation carry a projective conic and preserve the projective parameter on them
is that

d r,0 ’2Xt d. ](13.3) d --d- ( t’ s + a) + -d ds

dx )+1 ds ds 3u

(18) K. Yano and K. Takano: loc. cir. See (16).
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and

(13.4) A L-d + (2 t’ s) + a ) ds .I

L--d- + (2 {t, s} + a)--d--+ a.,,__W
( dx

" ds ds o:w ds ds ds ds
dx t?$ ) dx 32xa d Ads dx d /3 ds O+ F as as --ddu-3-d---3-d as ds

When $a are functions of x we have, from (13.4),

(: .,+ " + R dx dx dx" 3u(13.5) ; ; R-v,; .v:, ds ds ds
3x dx a dx

+ (r;. + rL , + r ,) as as
3 dxa d Ads

ds ds ds O.

32X d Adsdx cu-- 3ds ds ds ds

If we assume that the infinitesimal deformation xa + a, (x)3u of the
space carries the projective conics into projective conics and preserve the
projective parameters on them, we have, from (13.5),
(.6) ,
from which

(13.7) 0 0 0

Conversely, if the vtor satisfi e condition (13.6), it will be easily
shown that the equations (13.3) and (13.4) e identically satisfi, and we
have the
Theorem 12: A necessary and sufficient condition that an infinitesimal defor-
?nation of the space carry all the projective conics into projective conics and
preserve the projective parameters on them is that the deformation is a projec-
ive collimation,

Method with the use of D-varia ion.
By the definition of D-variation, we have the

Theorem 13: A necessary and sufficient condition that an infinitesimal defor-
mation of the ,space yea x + (x) 3u carry all the projective conics into pro-
jective conics and preserve the projective parameter on them is that we have
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=--(2{t,s}/3a) d Dds d Dds
ds ds ds ds

+ (DF’) as as a:as as r;’-a: as
:no x dx o dx dx d. 0

and

(13.9) D L d + (2 {t, s} + a) ds

dx dx d .-.ax d

(DF) dx dx dx 3 3zxa d D ds 3 dx d D ds o.
ds, ds ds dsz ds ds " d# ds

These equations coincide wall with (13.5).
14. Infinitesimal deformations which carry Riemannian circles into Rie-

manntan circles.

Riemannian circl are defined by the differenti.al equations of the form

(14.1) ds +=0, where z= g d ds

We shall consider the infinitimal deformati-ons of these curves in
man,an space.

By the definition of the -viation, we have the

Theorem 14" A necessary and scient condition that an infinitesimal de-

formation a (g)= x (s) + (s) 3u carry a Rieman[an circle into a Rieman-

nian circle is thatm

(14.2) k ds +

ds + R,. dx dx" . + R 3x dx"+ ds ds " ds

3xa ( ; dx 3
3-ds- .g ds ds +g ds dsz

3 dx fi2# 32xdxa (2dg+32g 3 dx,du--g du-- 2"g du+ - ds ds d ds -3"
=0

the -viation o being gven b

[g )x ’ dx ](14.4) d= kds + R, ds d -- ds ds
If we ae that,a e functions of the ornat, then we can apply

either the methofl th the use of A-viation or the method wi the use

of D-viation and prove the following

(19) J.L. Synge- The displacement or deviation of circles in Riemannia space.
Proc. Irish Acad., 39 (1929-1930), 10-20.
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Theorem 15: A necessary and sufficient condition that an inlinitesimal trans-

formation of the space carry any Riemannian circle of the space into a Rie-

mannian circle is that transformation is an infinitesimal concircular trans-
formation,(o) that is to say, the vector defining the transformation satisfy
(14.4) ,: + ,; t, 2 gt’ and t, Pg.

15. Infinitasimal dormations which car conformal circles into conformaI
circles.

Conformal 6rc!<z)in a Riema space d the projfive parameter

on them are defined by the differential equations of the form
2 x 0 d, d(15.1) {t, s} gzu ds ds %-

3x x x d o dx dx dx dx
ds + g-r .- r; as ds ds r- o,(15.2)

where

Fo Rs gsR ga oFb F;.s n-,2 + 2 (n-- 1) (n--2)
We shall study the infitesimal deformat;ons of these curves.
By the definition of the A-variation, we have the

Theorem 16 A necessary and sufficient condition that an infinitesimal de-

formation x (s) x (s) + a (s) u carry a conformal circle into a conformal
circle and preserve the projective parameter on it is that

(15.3)

)2 3x o dx dx 3 dxJ dx 2g r g

32x+2ga ds ds g ds ds :" ds ds
and

(20) K. Yano: Concircular geometry, I, II, III, IV, V. Proc. Imp. Acad., Tokyo, 16
(I940), 195-200, 354-360, 442-448, 505-511, I$t1942,, 446-451.

(21) K. Yano: Sur" la thorie des espaces a connexion conforme. Journal of the Fa-
culty of Science, Imperial University- of Tokyo, 4(193911, 1-59.
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where

(5.5)

(15.6) mm= kds. + R" ds ds ds d

If we assume that a are functions of the coordinates, then we can app-

ly either the method with the use of -viation or that of D-viation and

prove the following.

Theem 17: In order that an infinitesimal deformation of a Riemannian
space carry any conformal circle into conformal circle, it is necessary and suf.
ficint that the transformation is an infinitesimal conformal traformation,
that is to say, the vector defining the deformation satisfy the equationsmm
(15.7) ; + ; 2 g.

(22) K. Yano et Tomonaga- Quelques remarqu sur les groap de transformations
dans les espaces connexion lin6aire, IV, Proc. 22 (1946), 173-83..


